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The use of thermally active ceilings has been a proven means of providing heating and cooling for 
many years. These systems are able to handle high cooling and heating loads economically while 
simultaneously providing a high degree of comfort.

Thermal insulation regulations have led to better insulated buildings. This in turn has led to lower 
2heating requirements and to a reduction in CO  emissions as well as decreases in energy costs. The 

high-quality insulation used in modern buildings means that little excess heat is conducted to the 
outside. But office spaces in which people work and where office equipment is operated produce very 
high interior loads that have to be transferred to the outside.

It's for this reason that we developed a system that combines all the benefits of radiant heating and 
cooling: 

SUNLINE Aluline
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Standards for interior temperatures in office spaces are set down in the Workplace Guideline 
ASR 6/1.3.  Compliance with these guidelines means that an interior temperature of 26°C (79°F) 
should be maintained when the outside temperature is 32°C (90°F). For higher temperatures, a 
difference of 6K should be maintained.

Aluline complies with these requirements – in both winter and summer. Our super-efficient 
aluminium radiant panel combines the benefits of energy-efficient heating and cooling with the 
visual appeal of simple yet stylish design.

The application of heating and cooling panels in suspended Sail-Option and ceiling formats 
have become increasingly preferred over interior ventilation systems by virtue of both the 
comfort and energy-efficiency they are able to provide. They offer an energy-saving, quiet and 
attractive alternative to conventional systems used to date in most commercial and office 
buildings.

The use of extensive surfaces as radiant source ensures that mean heating and coolant 
temperatures are close to ambient temperature. This makes them ideally suitable for integrating 
renewable energy sources. Visually attractive surfaces provide for a wide variety of applications: 
office complexes, public and cultural facilities, industrial operations and much more besides.

5

Thermal comfort is essential for physical health and for greater efficiency at the  
workplace.

Optimum workplace productivity should be every company's objective.

Based on general experience, individual productivity declines by 30% when room 
temperatures rise from 26°C (79°F) to 30°C (86°F).

Keeping a building cool is vital.

Our goal: well-being at the workplace

4

Performance capacity of a person 
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Recommendation in accordance with DIN EN 13779

Room temperature in ° C
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Water-circulating radiant panels respond quickly to changes in room temperature, providing for 
the economical discharge of cooling and heating loads. The rapid cooling/heating of enclosing 
surfaces produces high levels of comfort.

Energy Saving

The advantage of a radiant heating system lies in its direct effect on room temperature. 
Perceived room temperature is a product of room air temperature and the temperature of the 
surfaces enclosing the room (walls, floors, ceiling). By using a radiant heating system 
differences of up to 3 Kelvin can be achieved in room temperatures. The relative change in room 
temperature (heating or cooling) of 1 Kelvin corresponds to an energy savings of approx. 6%.

Comfort

In contrast to conventional ventilation and air-conditioning technologies, heating and cooling 
panels offer a greater degree of comfort due to a number of factors. First, reduced input air flow, 
governed by minimum air exchange rather than cooling load, produces lower room-air 
velocities. Secondly, heating and cooling panels have the capacity to establish a uniform 
vertical temperature distribution within a room. Lastly, human beings radiate up to 50% of their 
excess body-heat onto surrounding surfaces. A ceiling cooling system based on radiant 
cooling operates to balance the physiological thermal release from the human body.

Integration of Renewable Energies

Owing to the low system temperatures employed by cooling and heating panels, they can be 
used in conjunction with environmentally friendly regenerative resources.

Heating

Cooling

Why Using Heating and Cooling Panels?
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Geothermal collectors

Seepage and injection wells
Geothermal well
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… high-quality components

… energy savings of up to 50% over other heating and cooling systems

… lower ceiling loads due to minimal operating weight

… heating and cooling combined in a single system

… optimum usage in combination with renewable energy resources

… high degree of thermal comfort even at lower heating water temperatures

… efficient climate control based on user requirements

… quick response to changing thermal loads

… improved acoustics owing to the use of perforated surfaces

… no drafts or noise production

… individualized ceiling design through a selection of linings

8

System of the Advantages

and is therefore a perfect

investment for the future! 

and is therefore a perfect

investment for the future! 
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car dealer

Industrial plants

Training Rooms Museums, exhibition halls

Bank buildings

Hospitals, doctor's rooms

Office Complexes Gymnasiums

Sunline Aluline is the preferred choice for rooms requiring high levels of comfort. Aluline's 
stylish design means that it can be used in a wide variety of settings. 

Aluline cooling and heating panels can be applied to serve the heating and cooling needs of 
both individual rooms as well as larger spaces. Actually, ceilings can be individually designed, 
for example, as Panel-Option, Sail-Option or Plasterboard-Option. Moreover, the system also 
permits the unproblematic integration of lighting, speakers and other fixtures. And perforated 
panels can be utilized to improve a room's acoustics.

Recent examples:

- Office Complexes

- Kindergardens

- Hospitals, Doctor's Offices

- Gymnasiums, Classrooms

- car dealerships

- Hotelbuildings

- Museums, Exhibit Halls

- Industrial facilities, warehouses

- Bank buildings

Fields of Application

10

11
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Product Description

In addition to the many years of proven performance of SUNLINE radiant ceiling panels made 
from sheet metal, our new Aluline aluminum cooling and heating panels continue to increase in 
popularity – in particular for use in structures that allow for only minimal ceiling loads as well as in 
buildings with high cooling requirements. In either case, Aluline offers the perfect complement 
to the existing line of Sunline products. Uniform surfaces satisfy the highest demands with 
respect to attractiveness of visual design.

Aluline cooling and heating panels are made up of the following components:
Copper tubing measuring 15x1 mm in diameter is form-fitted into a 1 mm aluminum sheeting. 
Using this patented procedure, the copper tubing is enclosed by the aluminum sheeting by 
approx. 85%. This provides for optimal heat transfer to the radiating aluminum sheet. The 
interval of the crimped tubing to the radiating panel is 100 mm. Headpieces  made  from  28 x 
1.5 mm copper tubing can be mounted on the rear of the Aluline panel facings.

To avoid heat loss into the ceiling, a high-quality, non-flammable mineral wool insulation with a 
thickness  of  40 mm  is  inserted  into  the  top  sides  of  the  panels,  held  in  place  by  means  
of a 75 mm upturned edge. These upturned edges are bent back twice toward the inside in order 
to reinforce the panels. Profiles welded laterally into the panels also serve as reinforcements 
while also providing for suspension shafts. Optionally, variable screw mountings can also be 
used.

12

13

Connector/Reversal pipes

Collector

Individual Sunline Aluline components can be connected using special press sockets or by hard 
soldering. The connection points are neatly clad with a cover plate.

Aluline's operating weight averages 11 kg/m².

Individual components can be manufactured up to a length of 3000 mm. A coating with a powder-
baked enamel finish ensures a durable, premium-quality surface. In addition to the standard color 
RAL 9016, a variety of other colors are also available upon customer request.

Aluline panels can be manufactured in a perforated form for acoustic purposes or reasons of 
appearance. 

Ball deflector shields can be mounted onto panels installed in sports facilities.

All Aluline heating and cooling panels function at a standard operating pressure of 6 bar (higher 
pressures upon request).

Cover plate with coupling sleeve

Greater efficiency through radiant heating and cooling
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Produkt-Options

14

Sunline Aluline Heating and Cooling Panels
Panel-Option Type B

Aluline bands either consist of single panels of up 
to 3000 mm in length or of a succession of single 
panels soldered or crimped together.

With a depth of 75 mm and variable standard 
widths of between 300 and 900 mm (in 100 mm 
increments), Aluline panels are excellently suited 
for a variety of structural characteristics.

In addition to the standard widths, customized 
widths can also be crafted for special applications 
and circumstances.

Depending upon mass throughput requirements, 
Aluline panel bands can be installed using single-
side connections in 40 m segments or two-way 
connections up to 75 m in length.

Aluline's perforated format provides for a 
significant reduction in reverberations.

Sunline Aluline Heating and Cooling Panels
Sail-Option Type KS

Due to flexibility of arrangement, it's possible to 
choose Aluline heating and cooling Sail-Options in a 
wide variety of dimensions and sizes.

Customized manufacture ensures an optimum fit for 
every type of structure, which provides for a ceiling 
surface altogether uniform in appearance.

Panels can also be supplied in perforated format to 
improve room acoustics.

This type of panel is used primarily in structures with 
high architectural standards, such as conference 
rooms, exhibit areas, foyers, automobile 
showrooms, office spaces, etc.

Cover plate with coupling sleeve

Cover plate with 
coupling sleeve

Connector Pipes

Connector Pipes

Collector

Collector

Suspension Chain

Suspension Chain

Damping Insulation

Damping Insulation

15

Type B

Type KS
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Sunline Aluline Heating and Cooling Panels
Plasterboard-Option Type GK

As is the case with the Aluline sail-option, the 
geometry of a room determines the form of the 
heating and cooling panels used in an Aluline 
Plasterboard-Option. The dimensions are 
customized to correspond with the specific 
characteristics of the space in question.

The underside of the heating and cooling panels can 
be coated with plasterboard on site in a variety of 
styles, eliminating the need for lamination. And any 
expansion joint requirements are addressed at the 
factory.

Here too Aluline's perforated panels provide for 
excellent acoustic characteristics while also reducing 
reverberations.

When using plasterboard panels, care must be taken 
to maintain maximum flow temperature as provided 
in the relevant manufacturer specifications.

Sunline Aluline Heating and Cooling Panels
Type Semi-Circular

Owing to their exceptional design, Aluline semi-
circular panels are an architectural highlight.

As with the Aluline Band Type B, these semi-circular 
panels can be mounted in 40 m lengths, using single-
sided installation, or in 75 m lengths using two-sided 
installation.

Aluline type semi-circular has a maximum depth of 
120 mm and come in widths of between 650 and 
850 mm.

Aluline semi-circulars are especially effective for use 
in foyers, entrance areas and as special workplace 
heating.

_

Perforated Plasterboard Covering

Type Semi-CircularType GK
Cover plate with coupling sleeve

Connector Pipes

Suspension Chain
Damping Insulation

Cover plate with coupling sleeve

Connector Pipes

Collector

Suspension Chain
Damping Insulation

Produkt-Options
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Custom Solutions
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Upon request, a variety of cutouts can be configured at the factory for any number of uses. 
Circular, square or rectangular cutouts can be provided for the stylish integration of lighting 
fixtures or speakers.

Aperture

Series

Panel-Option, Sail-Option and Plasterboard-Option

Semi-Circular variants

Sunline Aluline heating and cooling panels have been approved as per DIN standard 18032 Part 
3 for use in sports facilities. Ball deflector shields or protective sheet metal made from your 
choice of steel or aluminum are available as accessories. The weight for each m² of ball deflector 
shield amounts to 6 kg for steel and 3 kg for aluminum.

Ball Deflector Shields
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Acoustic absorption

Acoustic absorption of Plasterboard-option

Acoustic Diagram

21

Acoustic Absorption Rate for SUNLINE Aluline – Sail-Optionl Type KS
Perforated acoustic panel 
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Acoustic absorption rate     is a measure of the absorption capacity of sound-absorbing materials. 
The use of perforated heating and cooling panels reduces reverberation in sporting and 
production facilities as well as in meeting rooms and other spaces. This results in a considerable 
reduction of noise levels while also improving overall room acoustics.

Aluline panels with plasterboard coverings can be used in a wide range of applications. They are 
particularly relevant with respect to acoustic conditions in meeting rooms, for example. 
Combining perforated heating and cooling panels with perforated plasterboard components can 
produce a significant reduction in reverberations. 

 

 

 

Label2 Label1 Typ 
Sunline Aluline           

        

 Width Number of Water Operating Rated Rated  

   content weight 
thermal  
output 

cooling 
capacity  

     at Δt=55K at Δt=10K  

     (EN 14037) (EN 14240)  

 mm pipes  l/m kg/m W/m W/m  

 300 2 0,28 3,64 176 31  

 400 3 0,42 4,86 227 42  

 500 4 0,56 5,91 276 52  

 600 5 0,70 7,55 327 62  

 650 arch 6 0,84 8,14 380 73  

 700 6 0,84 8,14 380 73  

 800 7 0,98 9,33 434 83  

 850 arch 8 1,12 10,38 489 94  

 900 8 1,12 10,38 489 94  

      

      

 Operating pressure of max. 6 bar     

 Operating temperature of  max. 90°C     

     

        

Type Sunline 
Aluline

Cooling and Heating Capacities

∝

Acoustic Absorption Rate for SUNLINE Aluline
 Panel-Option Type B
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Acoustic absorption rate     is a measure of the absorption capacity of sound-absorbing materials. 
The use of perforated heating and cooling panels reduces reverberation in sporting and 
production facilities as well as in meeting rooms and other spaces. This results in a considerable 
reduction of noise levels while also improving overall room acoustics.

Aluline panels with plasterboard coverings can be used in a wide range of applications. They are 
particularly relevant with respect to acoustic conditions in meeting rooms, for example. 
Combining perforated heating and cooling panels with perforated plasterboard components can 
produce a significant reduction in reverberations. 

 

 

 

Label2 Label1 Typ 
Sunline Aluline           

        

 Width Number of Water Operating Rated Rated  

   content weight 
thermal  
output 

cooling 
capacity  

     at Δt=55K at Δt=10K  

     (EN 14037) (EN 14240)  

 mm pipes  l/m kg/m W/m W/m  

 300 2 0,28 3,64 176 31  

 400 3 0,42 4,86 227 42  

 500 4 0,56 5,91 276 52  

 600 5 0,70 7,55 327 62  

 650 arch 6 0,84 8,14 380 73  

 700 6 0,84 8,14 380 73  

 800 7 0,98 9,33 434 83  

 850 arch 8 1,12 10,38 489 94  

 900 8 1,12 10,38 489 94  

      

      

 Operating pressure of max. 6 bar     

 Operating temperature of  max. 90°C     

     

        

Type Sunline 
Aluline

Cooling and Heating Capacities
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Thermal Output Cooling Capacity

Rated thermal output in W/m for different over temperatures on    T
Type Sunline Aluline

Heating Capacity as per EN 14037

Rated cooling capacity in W/m for different under temperatures on    T
Type Sunline Aluline   

Cooling Capacity as per EN 14037
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Variable mounting angles at selected longitudinal anchorage points along the panel provide 
an additional mounting option. Installation can be adjusted to accommodate structural 
circumstances.

Mounting Options 

Suspension of panels to flexible suspension connectors
The most common attachment variants for concrete and steel ceilings as well as trapezoidal 
roof structures are listed below.  

Attachment to concrete ceilings

with express anchor, M6 ring nut, M6 turnbuckle with eyelets,  

500 mm link chain and 3 carabineer hooks.

 The link chain is delivered in a bundle to be cut to length on-site. 

3 x

ca. 800 mm

Attachment to trapeze ceiling construction

with trapeze hooks, M6 ring nut, 3 carabineer hooks, 

link chain and M6 turnbuckle with eyelets 

 

The link chain is delivered in a bundle to be cut to length on-site. 

Hole pattern for 

trapeze hangers

4
4

9,
5

3 x

ca. 800 mm

ther mounting options are available for various installation variants, e. g. attachment to a rail 
construction.  

Attachment to steel T, U or angle profiles 
with attachment clamps, M6 ring nut, M6 turnbuckle and 
eyelets, 500 mm link chain and 3 carabineer hooks

The link chain is delivered in a bundle to be cut to length on-site.

3 x

ca. 800 mm
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The most convenient way to control cooling and heating panels is using a combination of 
a pressure independent control valve and a thermostat.
Depending on requirements, room thermostats are implemented for cooling or heating, 
or even a combination of both.   Programmable thermostats in combination with 
radiation sensors can also contribute significantly to energy savings and perfect comfort.

Sunline Combination Valve
Generally, the flow temperature, both for cooling and heating, should be controlled 
flexibly.  The volume flow rate of the cooling or heating cycle remains constant.  Dropping 
below the minimum volume flow rate would result in uncontrollable temperature 
fluctuations in the building.
The Sunline combination valve for cooling and heating applications is a pressure-
independent control valve and combines several functions in one casing:
On the one hand it is an automatic flow control, and on the other hand, when combined 
with an actuator, it acts as a combination valve for temperature control and hydraulic 
compensation.  The result of this flexibility in function is that far less valves are required for 
a cooling or heating system.  This also means that costs for installation and hydraulic 
compensation are reduced significantly.  The various volume flow rates of the individual 
cooling or heating ceilings can be set on the pre-set scale effortlessly and are easy to 
understand.  The valve integrated in the membrane keeps the differential pressure above 
the control valve on a constant level.  This ensures a perfect hydraulic compensation of 
the cooling and heating panels, even at partial loads at low requirements.

Radiation Sensor
The operative temperature (target temperature) can be monitored with the standard air 
sensors.  However, these are quite slow.  In the case of radiant heating or cooling, we 
strongly recommend the use of a Sunline radiation sensor.  These sensors record both 
the actual room temperature and the radiation proportion of the heating or cooling 
panels.  These measured values correspond to the user's perceived temperature quite 
accurately.

Dew Point Sensor or Condensate Monitor
When cooling panels are installed, technical measures for the prevention of 
condensation must be taken.  A condensate monitor is a special sensor which prevents 
the temperature from falling below the dew point during cooling.  A sensor on the cooling 
panels records any potential moisture.  When condensation occurs on the panel, the 
condensation monitor shuts off the control valve.  The cold water supply is interrupted.

Aluline Control Functions Control Examples

Heating / cooling control

with dew point monitor in   

(Wiring example)

2-tube system

Programmable heating / cooling control

with dew point monitor in 

(Wiring example)

 4-tube system 

N L 

230 Vac 

Heating / cooling control

blue

brown 

Actuator
(230V/NC) 

Dew point monitor

Dew point

sensor

floating N/C contact

(4-5) 

Contacting 
temperature 

sensor 

N L 

230 Vac 

Actuator  Actuator
(230V/NC) 

Cooling valve

b
lu

e
 

b
ro

w
n
 

b
ro

w
n
 

(230V/NC) 
Heating valve

b
lu

e
 

Dew point

sensor

Dew point monitor

floating N/C contact

(4-5) 

Heating / cooling control
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Benefits of a Sunline controller:

- Automatic hydraulic compensation of the entire system

- Perfect control for heating, cooling or heating/cooling combination. 

- Cost savings thanks to two valves in one casing

- No manual adjusting or calibration of valves required

- Simple and user friendly setting of the volume flow rate

- Digital display of room temperature

- Display of perceived temperature when using radiation sensors

Regulation for a 4-tube systemRegulation for a 2-tube system

Regulating a ceiling heating or cooling system with a heating/cooling thermostat and flow volume

 regulator as well as manual switching in a  (w/o condensation regulation) 2-tube system

Heating/
Cooling

230 Vac

28

29

Regulating a ceiling heating and cooling system with a programmable heating/cooling thermostat 

and a flow volume regulator in a  (without dew point control)4-tube system

Heating

Cold Water

230 Vac
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Multi-Purpose Facility Horgenzell, Ravensburg

After the community of Horgenzell built a new, larger sports center, its predecessor was 
renovated for use as a multi-purpose facility.

The job of the consulting engineers involved in the project was to find a heating system that was 
both economical and, above all, visually attractive.

SUNLINE was able to meet this need with its heating and cooling panels. Subsequent to the joint 
planning process, the multi-purpose facility was put out for public tender in spring 2010.

SUNLINE Aluline was chosen for the project. In this instance, the decision fell in favor of the band 
format owing to its high-quality aluminum and copper finish and attractive appearance. Aluline 
functions at an operating weight of just 11 kg/m², which allows it to be incorporated into many 
ceiling structures.

Due to their specific properties, Aluline panels generally allow for the integration of a cooling 
system, where needed. 

Impact resistant heating panels were integrated into a plasterboard ceiling, resulting in a smooth 
surface that produced a harmonious and attractive appearance.

Aluline panels come in standard widths of up to 900 mm. However, this project made use of 
custom-made panels 1200 mm in width together with a specially designed fitting strip. The latter 
provided for a uniform connection between various widths, allowing for the production of 
complete metal ceilings as well as customized radiant ceiling panels and sail ceiling format 
panels.

 

 

Multi-purpose facility following renovations

Sunline Aluline integrated into a plasterboard ceiling

Product

Type

Tech. Features

Sunline Aluline

B, Band

processed plasterboard ceiling

concealed collectors

customized 1200 mm width
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Academy Soll “Siemens Frankfurt”, Frankfurt am Main

In this structure, built in the 1980s and last renovated in 2006, the increased need for improved 
interior cooling was at first achieved using the existing ventilation system. It quickly became 
apparent, however, that continuously increasing cooling loads via the ventilation system were 
causing discomfort among facility users. Drafts and constant noise were obvious drawbacks of 
the existing system.

These problems were to be addressed and remedied during renovations carried out in 2010. 
Engineers worked in cooperation with our technicians to come up with a solution. The goal was to 
employ radiant ceiling cooling to lower the cooling load and thereby reduce the need for 
ventilation to the minimum required for purposes of hygiene. Also, since this involved an existing 
structure, existent systems, such as air ducts, should be retained as far as possible.

In addition, an architectural office made us aware of the lighting problems associated with the 
change in use. By using our “sail-option” format, we were able to supply a suitable solution that 
allowed the existing ceiling to remain unaffected. Lights were integrated into the suspended 
ceiling according to specifications provided by the architects, with individual components 
adjusted to fit the lighting arrangement. This not only improved user comfort, it also had a positive 
impact in terms of the time and expense associated with the renovation.

In less than 4 weeks, our installers were able to install roughly 565 m² of sail ceiling and cooling 
panels in a variety of sections and areas. 
After over a year of problem-free use, employees are more than satisfied now that both the drafts 
and noise have been eliminated.

 

Sail-Option cooling panels in 
acoustic design
customized for integration of 
fluorescent lighting and smoke 
detectors

The architectural design of the Sail-Option cooling panels ensures 
optimum lighting integration. Perforated panels serve to improve 
room acoustics.

Product

Type

Tech. Features

Sunline Aluline 

Sail-Option

existing ceiling functions as exhaust, acoustic design

integration of lighting
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Frankenberger Bank, Frankenberg
                   

Product

Type

Tech. Features

Sunline Aluline 

Plasterboard-Option

acoustic design, expansive scooped spaces, accommodation of columns

The existing Frankenberg Bank building was modernized and expanded in 2010/2011. 

A large customer service area was to be created on the ground floor, with a seminar center on the 
level directly above. 
Due to the restricted amount of space available, cooling required for the customer service center 
and seminar area could only be provided through natural air circulation, via air ducts and chilled 
water generators. 

The intention was to use a ventilation system with heating/cooling and HRS to ensure proper air 
quality. Air intake was to be provided by swirl diffusers, with exhaust flowing through the ceiling 
cavity.

Owing to specified requirements, the engineers, working in cooperation with the architectural 
office, decided in favor of a combined heating & cooling climate-controlled ceiling made by 
Aluline.

A perforated design was chosen on the basis of acoustic characteristics and visual appeal.

The public tendering procedure concerning the expansion and modernization of the 
Frankenberger Bank was carried out by the architectural office in 2010. 
Due to its curved walls and minimal floor height, the customer service center placed great 
demands on the cooling ceiling as far as flexibility and acoustics were concerned. A total of 
200m² of perforated cooling panels and 470 m² of perforated Climafit plasterboard were 
delivered to the heating installer for installation in the customer service center and seminar 
rooms. 

Modernization was completed in March of 2011, producing immediate positive results with 
respect to both temperature and acoustics.

 

Customer Service Center and
Information Area

Reception Area

Exterior View of the Frankenberger Bank
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Our central location in the heart of Germany and Europe
 ensures reliable and prompt delivery... 
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Sunline assists you during the entire construction phase. We provide individual and 
competent advice, we find solutions and implement these in planning, production and 
installation, customised to your premises. The joint acceptance ensures transparent 
and flawless implementation of the entire project.
 

Perfect Climate by SUNLINE

 

Sunline offers everything from one source...

... Advice from our sales staff

... Planning by our factory technicians 

... State of the art production line 

... Installation by our technicians 

... Acceptance of the entire system 

Sunline products are ... 

... energy efficient and maintenance free 

... durable and hygienic 

... comfortable and silent

... future-proof and draft-free
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SUNLINE Deckenstrahlungsheizungen GmbH

Wachstedter Straße 11
D- 37351 Dingelstädt (Thüringen)

Telephone: +49 (0) 3 60 75 / 5 60 -0
Fax:           + 49 (0) 3 60 75 / 5 60 -21

E-mail: info@sunline -heizflaechen.de
www.sunline -heizflaechen.de

W a r m  l i k e  t h e  s u n
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